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Important Notes 

This is a factory "engineered" set cam and crank timing gears. They have been 

carefully "matched" for the correct backlash setting, inspected and boxed as a unit. 

Install as a unit for maximum performance. 

 

Any change in center distance eg due to worn out bearings will cause a noisy gear 

operation. Any undue hammering of either gear body or tooth shoulder will cause 

teeth to flare out, creating a noisy gear operation. 

 

When press-fit, the wheels have to be forced on the shaft with an suitable 

hammering sleeve; additionally it is recommended to warm up the wheels in hot oil 

bath before assembly (“shrinking”). Disassembly must be executed with suitable 

pullers. 
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INSTALLATION GUIDE ALLOY & STEEL TIMING GEARS 
 
Important product information 
 
For engines, which were original equipped with a Pertinax camshaft gear, the screws of the camshaft 
fixing plate must be used without the locking washers and should be fixed with Loctite. Please check 
always the clearance between the gear and the screws. 
 
The installation of the supplied timing gears should take place only by experienced and qualified 
technical personnel 
The timing gears must not be hammered on to the shaft. The damage of the timing gears and the 
respective shaft can be  
the consequence. 
The timing gears "are lightly struck" with a synthetic material hammer and are "wound up" with the 
original screw. 
Pay attention to the correct standing of the spot-marks on each timing gear 
The prescribed locking torques must be maintained 
The mechanical sounds to be heard at the time of the installation, "sewing machines sound ", decrease 
after approx. 100km and should disappear after a run performance of approx. 500 km to 90%. 
The oil circuit may not be interrupted in any case. In particular pay attention to a free lubrication of the 
timing gears  
(see attachment) 
The balance shaft bearings and the balance shaft itself must be in faultless condition 
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